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Résumé

Several recent studies have suggested that maps of flow length normalized for drainage area called chi

(χ) could reveal landscapes in a transient state, which are prone for reorganizations of basin geometry,

flow lines topology, and water divide locations. However, the potentially long timescales associated with

the evolution of basin geometry make the capability of χ to predict such reorganization challenging to test

in natural settings. Here, we investigate the evolution of experimental drainage networks developed on a

wedge coupled to a piedmont and growing in oblique convergence. We use this experimental setting to

investigate the relationships between χ maps, the imposed tectonic deformation and the drainage network

evolution. As deposition can occur within channels or in the piedmont, our experimental streams deviate

from purely bedrock channels for which the χ metric has been initially developed. Yet, we show that the

large-scale χ pattern of the experimental drainage network is consistent with the imposed deformation

field, as ∼2/3 of the observed χ gradients across water divide are oriented in the expected direction

with respect to the imposed deformation. This suggests that χ maps can be used to infer the horizontal

component of regional deformation in large-scale natural mountainous fluvial landscapes. In addition, we

observe that when a divide affected by a χ gradient migrates, the orientation of the gradient correctly

anticipates the sense of landscape reorganization for ∼2/3 of these divides.

Introduction

The morphology of fluvial landscapes reflects an equilibrium between their internal dynamics and external

forcings (Brookfield, 1998; Wobus et al., 2006; Bishop, 2007; Kirby and Whipple, 2012), and many studies

have explored the possibility of using fluvial drainage networks as recorders of the forcings that shaped a

landscape. The capability of fluvial landscapes to record information about external forcings is rooted in the

power-law relationship that has been documented for more than a century between the slope of a stream

and its drainage area (e.g., Flint, 1974; Wobus et al., 2006). Assuming the commonly used stream power
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model (e.g., Howard and Kerby, 1983; Whipple and Tucker, 1999; Perron and Royden, 2013; Mudd et al.,

2014; Lague, 2014), this relationship can be expressed as:

dz

dx
=

(
U

K

)1/n

A−m/n, (1)

where dz/dx is the slope, U is the vertical uplift rate (L T−1), K is the erodibility (L1−2m T−1), m and n

are two positive, non-integer, powers and A is the upstream drainage area (L2). Based on Equation 1, major

focus has been cast on the relations between the long profiles of fluvial channels and rock uplift conditions

(e.g., Lavé and Avouac, 2001; Clark et al., 2004; Pritchard et al., 2009; Brocard et al., 2011; Strak et al.,

2011; Kirby and Whipple, 2012; Whittaker, 2012; Royden and Perron, 2013; Goren et al., 2014; Grosjean

et al., 2015). So far, however, relatively few studies have investigated the possibility of inferring the tectonic

deformation from the map-view pattern of drainage networks (Hallet and Molnar, 2001; Ramsey et al.,

2007; Castelltort et al., 2012; Goren et al., 2015). Yet, when the crust deforms horizontally, the bedrock

river network that is carved at its surface is expected to deform accordingly. Drainage networks could thus

reveal information about the horizontal component of deformation (Hallet and Molnar, 2001; Ramsey et al.,

2007; Castelltort et al., 2012; Goren et al., 2015).

Deformation of a channel network will potentially change the drainage area distribution and the local

slope, and consequently, the river network will deviate from Equation 1. Willett et al. (2014) have postu-

lated that violation of this power-law relationship, which can be understood as a non-equilibrium drainage

area distribution and streamline topology, can be identified by observing χ, a transformation parameter of

distance along channel (Perron and Royden, 2013) that emerges from integrating Equation 1 along the river

flow, from the base level xb to a point x:

z(x) = z(xb) +

(
U

KA0
m

)1/n

χ(x), (2)

with

χ(x) =

∫ x

xb

[
A0

A(x)

]m/n

dx. (3)

where A0 is a reference drainage area (L2) (Perron and Royden, 2013).

Under steady-state conditions, Equation 2 implies that two proximal points across a divide, which reside

at the same elevation z, should have the same χ value, providing that they evolved under the same spatial

and temporal patterns of uplift U and erodibility K (Willett et al., 2014). On the contrary, differences in χ

across a divide may be interpreted as a transient state (Willett et al., 2014; Mudd, 2016; Whipple et al., 2016;

Forte and Whipple, 2018). A potential pathway to promote stability is then for the water divide to migrate

toward the channel head with the higher χ value (Willett et al., 2014; Mudd, 2016). However, the relatively

long timescale of landscape reorganization by the process of divide migration (Hasbargen and Paola, 2000;
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Goren et al., 2014; Reinhardt and Ellis, 2015; Whipple et al., 2016) makes this prediction challenging to test

in natural field settings. The capability of χ maps (whereby χ is mapped along the drainage network) to yield

reliable predictions of the occurrence and sense of landscape reorganization still needs to be investigated.

To demonstrate how tectonic horizontal deformation can alter the χ pattern of a drainage network, let us

consider an idealized situation of two adjacent basins within a domain undergoing distributed right lateral

shear, and with uniform climatic conditions and erodibility (Fig. 1). The imposed deformation causes both

the geometry of the basins and the flow length to change (Fig. 1), leading to a drainage area distribution

that no longer respects Equation 1. In our schematic model, the flow length along the fluvial system between

the outlet and point A becomes greater than the flow length from the outlet to point B. The deformation

of the drainage network can also induce variations in upstream drainage area (Goren et al., 2015). As a

result of these two processes, the χ value becomes higher at point A with respect to point B (Eq. 3). In this

configuration, χ values are higher on one side of the divide separating adjacent basins compare to the other

side (Fig. 1), as documented for instance along the western flank of Mount Lebanon (Goren et al., 2015). The

divide between points A and B is affected by a gradient in χ (∆χ) and it is thus in an unstable configuration,

hereafter named ”stressed divide”. As horizontal shear can induce ∆χ 6= 0 across divides, we hypothesize

that these gradients can be used to infer the existence and sense of distributed horizontal deformation. The

distribution of χ over a drainage network could thus be considered as a marker of horizontal deformation

and it could contribute to a better constraining of horizontal deformation in areas affected by distributive

strain (Hallet and Molnar, 2001; Ramsey et al., 2007; Castelltort et al., 2012; Goren et al., 2015; Yang et al.,

2015; Guerit et al., 2016; Gray et al., 2017).

Consider next a landscape in which the drainage network is affected by ∆χ across divides, as shown

on Figure 1. In such a configuration, one possible path towards equilibrium is for the divides to migrate

towards the channel head with the high χ value. Such reorganization will straighten the drainage basins

with respect to their tectonically induced obliquity. χ maps can therefore be viewed as having a dual role.

First, they may represent the state of landscape stress due to external tectonic horizontal forcing. Second,

they may indicate the sense that landscape evolution might take in order to relax the stress (Willett et al.,

2014; Forte and Whipple, 2018). As there is no time dependency in the parameter χ (Eq. 3), divides affected

by a gradient in χ might reorganize at any time, i.e., soon or long after the emergence of the ∆χ, but they

might also maintain this stressed configuration for an indefinite period, in particular when the forcing that

stresses the landscape is persistant.

Here, our objective is twofold. First, we test whether a χ pattern can emerge due to tectonic horizon-

tal deformation and can thus be used as a marker of such deformation. Second, we investigate whether χ

gradients across water divides can be interpreted to anticipate the sense of divide migration and overall
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trajectories of network reorganization. We pursue these objectives by performing controlled analog experi-

ments of relief growth under oblique convergence coupled with erosion and sedimentation. We discuss the

processes by which reorganization occurs in the experiments, and we then analyze the relationships between

the horizontal component of the orientation of χ gradients across divides, the imposed tectonic deformation,

and the evolution of water divides.

Methodology

Experimental setting

To study the χ distribution and the evolution through time of drainage basins affected by lateral shear, we

use the rainfall erosion and tectonic facility of Géosciences Montpellier Lab (France) designed to simulate the

evolution of a landscape with controlled lithology, tectonic forcing and precipitation rates. The experimental

apparatus has initially been developed to study the deformation of river network in oblique convergence

setup, with a particular focus on the south island of New Zealand (Guerit et al., 2016). This specific context

potentially favors the emergence of a drainage network affected by multiple gradients in χ across divides

(Fig. 1), and we therefore took advantage of this unique facility to document the relationship between

tectonic deformation, the χ pattern and fluvial network reorganization. Here, we analyze two replicate

experiments performed with similar precipitation and shortening rates. This experimental approach allows

direct observations of the drainage network evolution in response to known tectonic forcing, precipitation

pattern and lithology, a situation that is rarely, if ever, met in natural systems (e.g., Whipple et al., 2016).

To induce distributed deformation across the relief and to simultaneously model fluvial processes, we use

two layers of different granular mixtures. The lower layer simulating the middle crust is composed of 34% in

weight of glass beads, 22% of talcum, 18% of PVC, and 1% of kaolinite mixed with 25% of water. It has a

brittle-viscous behavior but its low cohesion (280±50 Pa) and coefficient of internal friction (0.5±0.1) favor

the propagation of the deformation over long distances (Guerit et al., 2016). This materiel never reaches the

analyzed surface during the experiments. The material of the upper layer is made up of 37% in weight of

glass beads, 24% of silica powder, 19% of PVC and 20% of water, and has higher cohesion and coefficient

of internal friction (750±50 Pa and 1.1±0.1, respectively). This second material is designed to simulate the

deformation of upper crustal rocks, surface erosion, sediment transport and deposition (Graveleau et al.,

2011; Strak et al., 2011; Graveleau et al., 2015; Viaplana-Muzas et al., 2015). The properties of the upper

layer allow simulating fluvial features such as drainage basins, fluvial network, terraces and alluvial fans. It

is particularly well suited to model the evolution of accretionary wedges or deformed piedmonts (Graveleau
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et al., 2011, 2015). In association with the lower material, it can be used to simulate the evolution of a

larger range (Guerit et al., 2016). We thus propose that our experiments are typical of tectonically active

landscapes large enough for a mature drainage network to develop on their surface.

The two-layer material is loaded on a Mylar sheet resting on a 1.5×2.5 m table and dragged with a

convergence angle of 30˚toward a rigid backstop of 6 cm in height and with a 60˚dip, at a rate of 7.5 cm/h

(Fig. 2a). In the following, orientation is given with respect to the strike of this backstop viewed from above

(Fig. 2a). The backstop creates a mechanical and a velocity discontinuity promoting the formation of an

asymmetric doubly-vergent wedge (Fig. 2b), which grows mainly in-sequence by the progressive propagation

of frontal thrusts and continuous out-of-sequence reactivation of former thrusts (Fig. 3a–c, Guerit et al.,

2016). The experiment is stopped after ∼80 cm of shortening.

We use laser interferometry to acquire high-resolution DEMs of the surface every 5 cm of shortening

(Figs. 2a and 3d–f). The frequency of DEM acquisition is chosen to maximize the number of acquisition

during one experiment, given the shortening rate (7.5 cm/h), the available laboratory time (4 days per run)

and the time needed to dry the surface before DEM acquisition (∼45 min). For each experiment, a total

number of 15 DEMs documents the evolution of the model, from the initial flat surface to the evolution

of the wedge and drainage network. In addition, the evolution of the model surface is recorded by a 21

Mpx Canon 5D mark II camera placed above the table (Fig. 2a) and taking pictures every 30 seconds. The

camera covers a field of view of 130 cm× 70 cm with a resolution of 0.27 mm/pixel. We then use ENVI and

GMT to perform sub-pixel image correlation to determine the incremental horizontal velocity field between

two pictures over the wedge surface. In the undeformed areas, the horizontal velocity field is consistent with

the imposed tectonic convergence angle and velocity. The velocity abruptly changes after crossing the main

frontal thrust. From the topographic front to the main retro-fault, the velocity decreases in amplitude and

gradually becomes aligned with the velocity discontinuity imposed by the backstop at depth (Fig. 3g–i).

The rock uplift rate can not be measured directly during the experiment because of the concomitant

uplift and erosive processes. However, the morphology and the elevation of the wedge shows no major lateral

variation (Fig. S1a) suggesting that the uplift rate can be approximated as a one dimensional function of

distance from the backstop. This is consistent with the internal structure of the wedge that shows only slight

lateral variation (Guerit et al., 2016). Based on the final topography, we can propose an average surface

uplift rate of 0.6 cm/h close to the main divide that decreases toward zero near the frontal thrust (Fig. S1c).

Sprinklers located above the setup generate rainfall with a spatial gradient decreasing from 50 mm/h

above the backstop to a few mm/h at the pro-edge of the experimental table (Fig. 2b). The rainfall pattern is

measured at the beginning of the experiments by the mean of small pots regularly spaced on the experimental

table and submitted to precipitation for 20 minutes. Precipitations rates are then extrapolated over the whole
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experimental surface and this pattern is accounted for in the χ calculations (see Section Generation and

analyses of the χ maps). The precipitation induces water runoff on the model and causes the development of

a drainage network (Fig. 3a–c). On the retro-side, gravitational collapses are frequently observed. They alter

the transport processes (e.g., Booth et al., 2013) and consequently the χ relationships. On the prowedge, the

lower slope inhibits such collapses and therefore, in the following, we focus on the pro-side of the experimental

wedge.

General characteristics of the experimental drainage networks

We extract the drainage networks and basins from each DEM using the Matlab TopoToolbox subroutines

(Schwanghart and Kuhn, 2010). First, we create a matrix of flow direction based on the steepest slope

between one cell and its neighbors. Then, we weight each cell of the flow direction grid by the precipitation

rates by introducing A′ = A × P (e.g., Schwanghart and Kuhn, 2010; Chen et al., 2014; Murphy et al.,

2016), and built the flow accumulation matrix. Finally, we extract the drainage network considering a flow

accumulation threshold of 5000 pixels and imposing the outlets’ location at the front of the pro-wedge.

During a run, a fluvial network develops on the topography, activating erosion and deposition over

the whole landscape. During the experiments, the drainage basins respond to the imposed deformation

by a clockwise rotation through time (see Guerit et al., 2016). However, the fluvial dynamics interacts

with this imposed deformation and the observed morphology results from the competition between passive

deformation and basin reorganization (Fig. 4). In order to analyze the dynamics of the drainage network, we

consider two types of drainage basins: basins that extend from the main divide to the front of the wedge are

denoted as large basins, while those that do not extend up to the main divide are labelled as small basins

(Fig. 4).

The similarity of experimental landscapes with natural morphologies has often led to their use as analogs

for natural landscapes (Schumm and Khan, 1972; Flint, 1973; Schumm et al., 1987; Hancock and Willgoose,

2003; Lague et al., 2003; Niemann and Hasbargen, 2005; Bonnet and Crave, 2006; Malverti et al., 2008;

Paola et al., 2009; Graveleau et al., 2015; Viaplana-Muzas et al., 2015). In our experiments, this similarity

is supported by several geomorphological parameters. First, the convergence angles of our drainage basins,

which describe how efficiently the river paths converge toward the outlet within a drainage basin (Castelltort

et al., 2009), are close to 10˚, as observed for their natural counterparts (Castelltort et al., 2009; Jung

et al., 2011; Castelltort and Yamato, 2013). Second, the average spacing ratio of the outlets along the relief

front (width of the basins / distance from the front to the main orogen divide) is ∼2, as documented in

natural systems (Hovius, 1996; Talling et al., 1997; Castelltort and Simpson, 2006b). Finally, the power-law

relationship derived between the length of the streams and their drainage areas (Hack’s law) has a coefficient
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of 2.2 and an exponent of 0.53, similar to values derived from natural settings (Hack, 1957; Montgomery

and Dietrich, 1992; Lague et al., 2003; Walcott and Summerfield, 2009).

In addition, we observe a power-law relationship between the slope of the experimental streams and

their drainage areas, and for both experiments, the best fit is obtained for a m/n ratio of 0.2 (Fig. 5), in

good agreement with the value derived from χ-z plots after Perron and Royden, 2013 (Fig. S2). In natural

settings, this ratio has been suggested to span a range of 0.35-0.70 (Whipple and Tucker, 1999; Kirby and

Whipple, 2001; Brocklehurst and Whipple, 2002; Wobus et al., 2006; McNamara et al., 2006), although

lower values can be observed in the field (Vanacker et al., 2015) and in experimental landscapes (Lague

et al., 2003). A low value of this index can be attributed to systems affected by mass flow transport rather

than purely fluvial transport of the sediments (Stock and Dietrich, 2003; Lague et al., 2003; Niemann and

Hasbargen, 2005; Booth et al., 2013; Singh et al., 2015). It could also be related to the emergence of the

thrusts at the front of the wedge during the experiments that perturbs the fluvial system (Vanacker et al.,

2015). On Figure 5, a break in slope is observed for drainage areas larger than 104 cm2. Basins with a large

drainage area could thus have a higher concavity of ∼0.5. The m/n ratio is required to built the χ maps (Eq.

3) and it is possible to generate such maps using different m/n values according to the size of the drainage

area. However, we observed that introducing such complexity does not affect the locations and orientations

of the ∆χ. Accordingly, for simplicity, we consider a single, representative value of m/n = 0.2 along the

whole drainage network, and this power-law relationship allows us to derive χ (Eqs. 1-3) along the stream

network, even for small basins (Hergarten et al., 2016).

We use the analog landscapes, first, to discuss the evolution of the drainage network, and second, to

analyse the relation between χ patterns, tectonic deformation and network reorganization. Excluding the

initial stages of relief and drainage development, we obtained a total number of 15 DEMs from the two

replicate experiments, for which we applied the procedure described in the following section.

Generation and analyses of the χ maps

Variations in erodibility can be accounted for by considering K as a function of x in Equation 2 (Perron

and Royden, 2013; Willett et al., 2014) but in our experiments, only the surface material is affected by

erosion. We can thus consider that the erodibility, K, is uniform. As discussed above, the uplift U varies

perpendicularly to the backstop, and since it is the dominant direction of the drainage network, the uplift

pattern is not expected to affect the χ pattern. At the outlets of the drainage basins, the elevation z is

equal to 0 and is taken as the reference elevation for the χ calculation (i.e., z(xb), Eq. 2). As discussed in

the previous section, we use an m/n ratio of 0.2 and we consider a reference drainage area A0 of 1 pixel to

calculate χ on each pixel of the drainage network (Eq. 3). Then, we map all the pairs formed by two channel
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heads, or by a channel head and a channel, sharing a common divide with different values of χ on each side.

The pairs are mapped according to the following rules :

1. Gradients of χ are identified and mapped by eyes, based on the difference in color on each side of a

divide.

2. Most pairs are made of two channel heads across a divide as defined in Willett et al. (2014) (Fig.

S4a-b). We also pair a channel head with a channel if the low χ is on the channel head (Fig. S4c).

Finally, we pair high χ channel head with low χ channel if the considered channel is extremely close

to divide (Fig. S4d-e).

3. A single channel head cannot contribute to more than a single pair. If several pairs are possible, we

select the closest channel heads or channels (Fig. S4f).

4. We favor left-right pairs (parallel to the backstop and perpendicular to the dominant flow direction)

rather than the up-down pairs as the imposed deformation is expected to induce divide migration

along a left-right trend (Fig. S4f).

Mapping by hand has proved to be the more efficient way to identify the pairs and the maps were checked

independently by several persons to avoid individual bias. A typical χ map is presented on Figure 6. For each

pair, the orientation of the χ gradient is indicated: ellipses and rectangles denote gradients where the higher

χ is to the left and right side of the divide, respectively. As we account for the rainfall variation in space, we

insure that the potential χ gradients are not related to the precipitation pattern (Perron and Royden, 2013;

Whipple et al., 2016; Forte and Whipple, 2018). These maps are thus used to relate the imposed tectonic

deformation to the state of stress of the fluvial drainage network.

In addition, to investigate the capacity of χ to accurately highlight divides prone to migration and the

sense of reorganization, we analyze pairs of consecutive DEMs. Whipple et al. (2016) proposed that it might

be difficult to notice migrating, or potentially migrating, divides from χ maps when divide migration is

parallel to the main topography, but they noted that χ is likely to record divide migrations that occurred

perpendicularly to the main topography, or that occurred recently, whatever the direction of the migration

(Willett et al., 2014; Whipple et al., 2016). These two latter situations are met in our experiments as we

look at migrations between adjacent basins located on the same side of the wedge and at frequent time

intervals. Each pair of DEMs is considered as an independent data set. Accordingly, the first DEM of the

pair is defined as the initial landscape at time T0 while the second DEM is defined as the final landscape

at time T1, and for each pair of DEMs, we log the evolution of the stressed divides between the initial (T0)

and final (T1) landscapes. Three outcomes are possible: 1) the divide does not evolve between T0 and T1, 2)

the divide migrates toward the high χ or 3) the divide migrates toward the low χ. It is important to note

that χ differences across divides indicate the potential instability of the basins that bound them and may
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provide a prediction for a sense of divide migration that can relax the instability and promote equilibrium.

However, the timescale over which migration and reorganization take place cannot be extracted from the χ

analysis. A divide which has not migrated between T0 and T1 will be thus labelled as not evolving, but it

might migrate in the following time step. Due to the time lag between consecutive DEMs, it is not always

possible to identify the same basin on both DEMs, and we restrict this analysis to gradients located along

basins that were reliably recognized across two successive DEMs. This leads us to 12 pairs of successive

experimental landscapes.

To avoid bias related to a limited number of observations, this study is based on the analysis of 15

different DEMs and 12 pairs of DEMs, that correspond to different states of maturity of both the relief and

the drainage network (Fig. 3). Our data set thus covers a large variety of landscapes, from a thin wedge

drained by multiple basins to a thicker and wider one drained by fewer basins. The frequency at which the

DEMs are acquired (one every 5 cm of shortening) is set by the experimental constraints and does not allow

a continuous record of the drainage evolution. This induces a potential bias in the observations as we are

not able to document all the basin reorganization events, but the dynamics of reorganization of the stream

network and its relationship with χ distribution in the drainage network is not related to the frequency at

which we observe the landscape. We thus propose that our observations are representative in a statistical

sense of the behavior of a drainage network submitted to distributed horizontal strain. In the following, we

first describe the evolution of the drainage network and then, we present and discuss the main results of

this study.

Results

Evolution of the drainage network

The drainage network develops early in the experiment and evolves from numerous, small and poorly

ramified streams (Fig. 3a) to a mature system of well-developed basins with dendritic stream networks (Fig.

3c). During the experiment, the number of basins draining to the front of the relief decreases (Fig. S3)

while they maintain an average spacing ratio by their progressive coalescence into bigger basins as the relief

grows outward (Castelltort and Simpson, 2006a,b; Graveleau, 2008). Fluvial valleys are quite wide and this

could be related to the erosive nature of the surface material which favors lateral erosion. Although we do

not observe evidence for landslides on the pro-side, lateral erosion could also be enhanced by small but

continuous collapses along the flanks of the fluvial valleys, that could deliver easily transportable material

to the rivers (Booth et al., 2013).

Reorganization is related to several processes of stream captures between adjacent basins. Small streams
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generally initiate along the scarps exposed when a new thrust reaches the surface (Fig. 3). These streams

often evolve by regressive erosion and eventually connect with the pre-existing drainage network, leading

to a major drainage reorganization by capturing upslope reaches (Fig. 7a–d). Large basins mainly evolve

in response to two different processes. First, drainage shifts and rerouting of catchments into neighboring

basins often arise from areas of sediment deposition where flow divergence and lateral migration are enhanced

(Fig. 7e–h). Such locations correspond to alluvial fans initially formed in the alluvial plain (outside of the

uplifting wedge) that were later incorporated to the relief. Second, when a new thrust emerges at the front

of the wedge, the outlets migrate toward the front and this displacement induces major reorganization, in

particular of the large basins. Although the location of the outlets is controlled by the main thrust, and

thus, by the tectonic forcing, we observe that the river path is not very sensitive to the presence of the folds

that precede faulting. In fact, the drainage network is mostly transverse to the fold axis and rivers show

almost no deviation of their paths related to the presence of folds or faults (Fig. 4). The capacity of rivers

to cut through these topographic structures could be related from the high precipitation and limited uplift

rate which enhance lateral erosion rather vertical incision (Bufe et al., 2016).

Drainage reorganization also originates from the river headwaters, which are sensitive to sudden erosive

events such as landslides, even with limited involved volumes. In fact, small topographic evolutions occurring

in the headwaters of a drainage basins can induce reorganization of the whole network downstream by

modifying the position of the divide between two adjacent basins (e.g., Bishop, 1995).

The very dynamic behavior of our experimental landscape might be related to the mechanical properties

of our experimental material, designed to model fluvial processes such as channelization, avulsion or channel

migrations (Graveleau et al., 2011; Guerit et al., 2016). Processes of reorganization are enhanced by lateral

migration of channels in our non-consolidated experimental material (Bishop, 1995; Pelletier, 2003), when a

more cohesive material would have eroded in the shape of incised valleys where lateral migration is limited

(badland type morphology) (e.g., Bonnet and Crave, 2006).

Overall, we observe that the experimental drainage networks exhibit geometrical properties that are

similar to natural networks, and that they evolve by processes of capture by headward stream erosion,

downstream coalescence of streams, and avulsion in intramontane distributive alluvial systems. The analogy

of geometric properties and of the fluvial processes we identify with those inferred in natural case studies

suggests that the conclusions drawn from the experiments on the relationship between χ, the imposed

tectonic deformation and the evolution of the drainage network may also apply to natural settings.
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Horizontal tectonic strain revealed by χ maps

The horizontal component of the velocity field induces a rotation of the drainage basins during the

experiments. However, the fluvial dynamics compete with the imposed deformation and the amount of total

rotation is then limited. For example, the average orientation of the basins shown on Figure 4 is 7˚when the

expected rotation for a purely passive marker should be 20˚(Guerit et al., 2016). Therefore, the morphology

of the drainage system in the experiments cannot be considered as a fully reliable marker of horizontal shear

(Guerit et al., 2016), illustrating the need for other markers of horizontal strain.

The analysis of the 15 experimental χ maps reveals that the χ pattern along the drainage network is on

average consistent with the imposed deformation: among the 719 mapped divides affected by a χ gradient,

67% exhibit higher χ on their left side than on their right side (Fig. 8a, Tab. S1), in good agreement with

the pattern expected from the imposed deformation (Fig. 1). However, the large and the small basins show

a different χ pattern. 70% of the χ gradients affecting divides along large basins have a higher χ on their

left side. This proportion is only 58% for the small basins, that thus exhibit a more symmetrical χ pattern

along their divides (Tab. S1). This suggests that in many cases the divides that delineate the small basins

show a tendency to either move away from each other allowing the basin to grow, or to move towards each

other and causing the basin to shrink. This might be related to the size of these basins, which experience

less horizontal deformation than the large ones because of their limited extension.

It is noticeable that the distribution of χ values does not evolve significantly during the experiments

(Fig. S5) despite the frequent reorganizations and the fact that the number of stressed divides on which the

analyses is based changes from one DEM to another (Fig. 8a). This implies that the topologic stress released

by reorganizations is continuously balanced by new stress added by the ongoing tectonic deformation,

resulting in a morphometric dynamic steady-state.

It thus appears that the χ distribution, especially across the divides of the large basins, reflects the

imposed large-scale tectonic strain and that systematic pattern in χ between adjacent drainage basins can

be used to assess horizontal deformation.

Basin evolution and imposed horizontal deformation

Next, we study the evolution of the stressed divides between T0 and T1. From the 12 pairs of DEMs, we

identified 317 ∆χ along the divides of the large basins, among which 27% did not evolve between T0 and T1.

Focusing on the ones that did evolve, we observe that 66% of the divides affected by a gradient migrated in

agreement with ∆χ, i.e., migrated toward the high χ (Fig. 9, Tab. S2). Along the small basins, we analyzed

63 ∆χ. Only 16% of the gradients did not evolve between T0 and T1, suggesting that the small basins are

more prone for reorganization than the large ones. Among the divides that did evolve, 62% of the migrations
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occurred toward the high χ (Fig. 9, Tab. S2). Considering all the gradients together, the direction of the

observed migrations is correctly anticipated by the χ pattern at T0 for 65% of the stressed divides (Fig. 8b,

Tab. S2).

Finally, we notice that the direction of divide migration, beyond the relation with the ∆χ orientation,

is quite different between the large and the small basins (Fig. 8c). In fact, migration of the divides that

delineate large basins mostly occurred toward the left (64%), suggesting that these basins reorganize in

response to the imposed horizontal deformation (Tab. S3). For the small basins, we observe that 42% of

migrations toward the left (Tab. S3). This is consistent with the more symmetrical ∆χ pattern along these

basins (Tab. S1), and suggests that the small basins primary evolve in order to grow or to shrink, rather

than in response to the imposed deformation.

Discussion

Imposed tectonic strain and χ pattern

The experiments presented here demonstrate that, on average, the orientation of the ∆χ is consistent

with the pattern expected from the imposed tectonic horizontal deformation, as observed for example along

Mount Lebanon (Goren et al., 2015). However, we also observe divides affected by ∆χ with the high χ on

the right side of the divide, i.e., reversed with respect to our expectations based on the imposed deformation

(Figs. 1 and 8a, Tab. S1). Small basins are statistically more affected by gradients with the high χ on the

right side of the divide, but large basins also have a non-negligible fraction of gradients inconsistent with

the imposed deformation. Such situations, where a high χ is observed on the right side of the stressed

divide, could be related to transient stages following for example a stream capture or the migration of

an outlet. In such scenario, streams might need some time to adapt to the new geometry and ∆χ could

be disconnected from the imposed deformation. In addition, the wedge on which the drainage network

develops is constantly growing, with the regular emergence of new thrusts at its front. These major tectonic

disruptions, with predominantly vertical gradients in uplift, provoke massive reorganizations of the drainage

network in response to the outlet migration toward the relief front. These sudden events affect the river

path and could induce χ gradients which are not necessarily consistent with the average imposed horizontal

deformation. Consequently, we expect these ”reversed” gradients to be less frequent for a wedge with a

constant width, but the design of the experimental setup did not allow us to explore this aspect. Yet, even

with our experimental limitations, the χ maps derived from our experiments reflect the imposed horizontal

deformation, with a recurrent ∆χ pattern between adjacent basins (Figs. 1, 6, 8a). This suggests that χ

pattern can be used as an indicator of the presence of horizontal distributed strain.
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The exact results of this study (∼2/3 of the ∆χ oriented as expected from the imposed deformation)

are related to our experimental setup and material and can not be directly extended to natural cases. In

addition, we used a material that is easily eroded and that favors lateral erosion. In return, our channels

deviate from purely bedrock channels for which the χ metric has been initially proposed, and we thus expect

χ to better mimic the imposed deformation in pure bedrock drainage network.

Drainage evolution and sense of ∆χ

Our analysis reveals that divide migrations occurred mostly in agreement with the direction of ∆χ.

However, we also observe in some cases migrations toward the low χ (Fig. 8, Tab. S2) and migrations in

the absence of any gradient (Fig. S6). Such behavior can be related to several processes that affect both the

small and the large basins, as shown by the similar proportion of migrations toward the low χ value in both

cases ( 38% and 34%, respectively, Tab. S2).

First, when a new thrust reaches the surface, the whole drainage must adjust. As discussed previously,

small streams emerge at the front of the relief and they tend to erode backward and connect to the main

drainage network. Such a process can trigger widespread reorganization but it is not anticipated by χ maps.

In addition, when a thrust emerges, outlets move toward the new front and this event favors also major

reorganizations, such as basin capture or merging, which have no signature in the DEM that was taken

before the emergence of the fault. These short but dramatic events are not foreseen in the χ maps at T0.

The tectonic disruptions might also be responsible for the observed migrations toward the right along the

large basins.

Second, areas dominated by deposition are prone to stream avulsion (Fig. 7), and changes in the river

path induced by such processes can modify the stream network, a process that, again, can not be foreseen

from the χ distribution at T0. In pure bedrock channels, this process should not occur and we therefore

expect less migrations toward the low χ in such context.

Third, migrations that occurred in places where the difference in χ would not predict one, are often

observed in close proximity to areas that reorganized according to the ∆χ predictions. These unanticipa-

ted reorganizations could be the outcome of proximal reorganizations through a feedback by which one

reorganization induces a nearby reorganization (Fig. 7).

The processes discussed above (localized faulting, along valley deposition and avulsion, and nearby

reorganization) are not mutually exclusive and they might interact together to induce changes in basin

geometry and divide migrations, which can equally be toward high χ, toward low χ or along divides that

appeared in equilibrium according to their χ pattern at T0. To summarize, it is likely that migrations that

are not anticipated in χ maps are related to the perturbations of the topography associated with the brittle
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tectonic deformation of the experimental wedge and to the rapid (i.e., with a frequency higher than the

frequency of DEM acquisition) evolution of the fluvial network, including avulsion.

Deviations from the expected evolution could also reveal limitations of the χ approach itself. In fact, the

current analysis and the χ approach assume a power law relation between the slope and the drainage area.

Other processes that may control the stability of the drainage network such as dynamic width variations or

variable sediment flux are not accounted for in the χ analysis and may also influence the tendency of the

drainage network to reorganize.

Conclusions

Our analysis of experimental fluvial landscapes developed in a rainfall-sandbox wedge growing in an

oblique collision setting allows testing the capability of the χ metric to reveal tectonic horizontal shear

deformation and to indicate the sense of drainage reorganization for a landscape submitted to horizontal

shear. The experiments show that the spatial distribution of χ along a river network is consistent with the

imposed deformation field, where ∼2/3 of the mapped gradients have a higher χ on the left side of the

divide for right lateral shear. This suggests that χ maps can be used to infer regional tectonic strain in

natural settings. In addition, when a divide affected by a ∆χ migrates, our analysis demonstrates that the

orientation of χ gradients statistically anticipate ∼2/3 of the sense of divide migrations in our experimental

landscape. We propose that reorganizations that are not correctly predicted by the χ pattern are associated

with fluvial avulsion and topographic disruptions related to tectonic structures. Overall, this study supports

the view that χ is a statistically reliable predictor of drainage evolution. Indeed, we used a specific setup

with highly dynamic drainage basins and our fluvial network deviates from a pure bedrock network. Yet,

the gradients in χ do hint at instable divides in our experimental channels and we thus expect χ to be a

better indicator of instable divides in pure bedrock rivers.
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Figure 1 – Schematic drainage network submitted to an oblique distributed strain bounded by two main faults (bold
black line). The fault-parallel and fault-perpendicular components of the motion, F‖ and F⊥ respectively, decrease
toward the headwaters of the rivers. In response to this tectonic strain, the basins are rotated clockwise and exhibit
higher χ values on their right side (+) than on their left side (-). The color dots indicate two points, A and B, along the
river path, located at the same elevation and at the same distance from the wedge front. As a consequence of the basin
deformation, the river path between the outlet and A is longer than the one between the outlet and B: the two points do
not have the same χ value. Accordingly, the divide separating the two adjacent basins experiences a higher χ value on
its left side than on its right side. This figure is available in color online at www.interscience.wiley.com/journal/espl.
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Figure 2 – a) Experimental setup composed by a table on which a rigid backstop is fixed. Erosion is induced by the
rainfall system located above the table and the model evolution is recorded by pictures taken by the camera. At regular
time steps, a laser interferometry system acquires a high-resolution DEM of the model. b) When the sediments loaded
on the table are transported toward the backstop (blue arrow), a doubly-vergent, asymmetric wedge forms, with a short
and steep retro-side, and a longer and less steep pro-side. The precipitation rate decreases along a cross-section perpen-
dicular to the model orogen (A-B). This figure is available in color online at www.interscience.wiley.com/journal/espl.
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Figure 3 – Evolution of the experimental orogenic wedge through time and associated average horizontal velocity
field. Each picture (a–c) and the associated DEM (d–f) correspond to a shortening increment of ∼20 cm. The average
left-right (parallel to the velocity discontinuity) and up-down (perpendicular to the velocity discontinuity) components
of the incremental horizontal velocity field are also presented (g–i). The main thrusts are labelled in chronological
order, from the first thrust (T1 in yellow) to the third one (T3 in magenta), the red line indicates the main retro-fault
at the surface, the red dotted line indicates the position of the backstop at depth (i.e., of the velocity discontinuity),
and the black arrow is the direction of crustal shortening (adapted from Guerit et al., 2016). This figure is available
in color online at www.interscience.wiley.com/journal/espl.
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Figure 4 – Typical map of the drainage network extracted from one DEM with the streams in blue, the drainage
basins in black, and the drainage basin orientation in the insert (a stream perpendicular to the orogen has an orien-
tation of 0˚). Outlets of the large and small basins correspond to the red and white circles, respectively, and the
imposed direction of crustal shortening is indicated by the black arrow. This figure is available in color online at
www.interscience.wiley.com/journal/espl.
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Figure 5 – Slope-area relationships for the two replicate runs analyzed in this study. The two runs feature the same
m/n ratio of 0.2, in good agreement with the coefficient derived from χ− z plots (Fig. S2). This figure is available in
color online at www.interscience.wiley.com/journal/espl.
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Figure 6 – Typical map of the χ distribution along the drainage network. The ∆χ across divides are indicated by
ellipses when the high χ value is on their left side, and by rectangles when the high χ value is on their right side.
The black lines delineate the drainage basins and the black arrow indicates the direction of convergence. This figure is
available in color online at www.interscience.wiley.com/journal/espl.

Figure 7 – Illustrations of drainage reorganizations occurring during the experiments. Drainage evolution seems to
be favored by regressive erosion initiated at the front of the relief (a-d) and by stream avulsion in alluvial areas (e-i).
Pictures are taken every 1.25 cm of shortening, the imposed direction of convergence is indicated by the white arrow,
the main flow paths are mapped in dark and light blue, and the areas of sediment deposition in orange. This figure is
available in color online at www.interscience.wiley.com/journal/espl.
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Figure 8 – Statistical analysis of the relation between the χ pattern and the drainage organization, for the large and
the small basins. a) Orientation of ∆χ at T0. Green bars are for ∆χ with the high value on the left side of the divide
(mapped by ellipses), red bars are for ∆χ with the low value on the left side of the divide (mapped by rectangles). b)
Evolution between T0 and T1 of the divides affected by a ∆χ at T0, with respect to the ∆χ orientation. Green is for
divides that migrated toward the high χ value, red is for divides that migrated toward the low χ value and blue is for
divides that did not evolve. c) Direction of migration between T0 and T1 of the divides affected by a ∆χ at T0. Green
is for divides that migrated toward the left, red is for divides that migrated toward the right, and blue is for divides
that did not evolve. This figure is available in color online at www.interscience.wiley.com/journal/espl.
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Figure 9 – Examples of the evolution of a), b) large and c) small basins between T0 and T1. Arrows are located where
∆χ have been previously mapped and indicate the evolution of the basins edges: the green arrows are for the divide
migrations in agreement with the ∆χ at T0, the red ones are for the divide migrations that are not in agreement with
the ∆χ at T0, and the white crosses are for the areas that did not evolve significantly between the two DEMs. This
figure is available in color online at www.interscience.wiley.com/journal/espl.
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